Second-hand Book List for selling and buying
Below is the list of books that you may sell or can buy at the Swap-Meet on Saturday 5th December.

Books you may have from previous years
The Divine Wind (for Year 10)

All Year Levels books, stationary & calculators
Mathomat (Retain to Year 12)
Pencils Graphite Sketch Set 9 (Retain to Year 10/12 Studio Arts)

Scientific Calculators
Sharp EL 531 (Retain to Year 12 for Science/Maths subjects)
Casio Graphic CAS Class Pad FX-CP400

All Year Level Workbooks – Check these have not been written in.

Tapis Volant 2 3rd ed Work Book
Obento Deluxe Workbook/CD/DVD 4th edition
Obento Supreme Workbook/CD/DVD 4th edition
Yr 7 Food Technology Workbook
Yr 9 Food Technology Workbook
Yr 10 Food Technology Workbook

YEAR 7
ENGLISH
Bridge to Terabithia

(FAL) ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE
Best ever stories (do not sell if continuing for year 8)

ELHES ENGLISH
Midnight Zoo
Antigone

FRENCH
Quoi de Neuf 1
Dictionary French Collins Plus Grammar (required for year 8)

JAPANESE (required for year 8)
Obento Deluxe Student Book 4th edition

SCIENCE
Science Quest 7 (special note if buying second hand must purchase digital AssessOn from booklist $19.95)

Year 7 SEAL – (Please also check Yr 7 and Yr 8 lists)
ENGLISH
Midnight Zoo

YEAR 8
ENGLISH
Romeo and Juliet
Outsiders (Hinton)

(FAL) ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE
Best ever stories

FRENCH
Quoi de Neuf 2
Dictionary French Collins Plus Grammar (don’t sell if continuing French)

JAPANESE
Obento Supreme Student Book 4th edition (don’t sell if continuing Japanese)

SCIENCE
Science Quest 8 (special note if buying second hand must purchase digital AssessOn from booklist $19.95)

YEAR 8 SEAL – Please check Years 7, 8 and 9 lists
ENGLISH
The Book Thief
Romeo & Juliet Student Series
Strange case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

YEAR 9
ENGLISH
Story of Tom Brennan
The Crucible

FRENCH
Dictionary French Collins Plus Grammar
Tapis Volant 2 3rd ed Student Book
(don’t sell if continuing French)

JAPANESE
Obento Supreme Student Book 4th edition (don’t sell if continuing Japanese)

SCIENCE
Science Quest 9 (special note if buying second hand must purchase digital AssessOn from booklist $19.95)

YEAR 10 - (Please check VCE list for VCE text books)
ENGLISH
Macbeth (Student - Illustrated)

(FAL) ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE
Stack of stories

FRENCH
Dictionary French Collins Plus Grammar (Don’t sell if continuing French)
Tapis Volant 2 3rd ed Student Book

JAPANESE
Obento Supreme student book 4th ed. (don’t sell if continuing Japanese)
Dictionary Jap/Eng Websters N/W Compact

OUTDOOR EDUCATION (ADVANCE)
Nelson Outdoor & Environmental Studies VCE Units 1-4 Ed 4 (retain for year 11 if continuing Outdoor Ed & Environmental)

SCIENCE
Science Quest 10 (special note if buying second hand must purchase digital AssessOn from booklist $19.95)

YEAR 10 SEAL - (Please check Yrs 9, 10 and VCE lists)
ENGLISH
Animal Farm (Orwell)
To Kill a Mockingbird
Macbeth (Student - Illustrated)
VCE (Year 10, 11 and 12)

ACCOUNTING 1+2
Cambridge VCE Accounting 1 & 2 Text + GO 2nd ed

ACCOUNTING 3+4
Cambridge VCE Accounting 3 & 4 Text + GO 3rd ed

BIOLOGY 3+4
Heinemann Biology 2 Txt 4th ed enhanced only

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 1+2
Key Concepts in VCE Bus Man 1&2 3rd ed eBook+

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 3+4
Key Concepts in VCE Bus Man 3&4 3rd ed eBook+

CHEMISTRY 3+4:
Heinemann Chemistry 2 4th ed enhanced

CHINESE AS A FIRST LANGUAGE 1+2
VCE Chinese FL units 1 & 2 Coming out on top

CHINESE AS A FIRST LANGUAGE 3+4
VCE Chinese FL units 3 & 4 coming out on top
Frog
Life and Death are Wearing Me Out

DRAMA 1+2, 3+4
Acting Smart Drama 6th or 7th ed
(both editions are accepted)

ENGLISH 1+2
A View from the Bridge
Brave New World

ENGLISH 3+4
Summer of the Seventeenth Doll
Wild Cat Falling
Insight for Yr 12 2015-2016
(special note Medea for English 3+4 is a different translation from the Medea on the EAL 3+4 list)

ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE (EAL) 1+2
Stolen – 2003 ed

(EAL) 3+4
Medea and other plays: Vellacott translation only
Everyman in this village is a liar
Insight EAL English for year 12 3rd ed

ENGLISH LITERATURE 1+2
Pride and Prejudice Puffin series
A Doll’s House and Other Plays
The Turning

ENGLISH LITERATURE 3+4
Antony and Cleopatra (Oxford School)
Persuasion

FOOD TECHNOLOGY 1+2
Food Solutions 1&2 3rd ed

FRENCH 3+4
Tapis Volant Senior Text and Grammar Bks
Dictionary French Collins Robert Complete 8th Edition
Élan 2 Student Book

HISTORY 3+4
Reinventing Russia
China Rising

JAPANESE 1+2
Dictionary Japanese/Eng Websters N/W Compact
(don’t sell if continuing Japanese)

JAPANESE 3+4
Dictionary Japanese/Eng Websters N/W Compact

LEGAL 1+2
The Legal Maze 1+2 8th ed

LEGAL STUDIES 3+4
Making and Breaking the Law 3+4 10th ed

MEDIA STUDIES 1+2 & 3+4
Heinemann Media Student Book 2nd ed

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 1+2
Nelson Physical Education VCE Units 1+2

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 3+4
Nelson Physical Education VCE Units 3+4 5th ed

OUTDOOR & ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 3+4
Nelson Outdoor & Environmental Studies VCE Units 1-4 Ed 4

PHYSICS 3+4:
Nelson Physics VCE Units 3+4 4th ed

PRODUCT DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY UNITS 1+2, 3+4
(Textiles or Woodwork)
Product Design and Technology VCE 1 – 4 3rd ed + eBook

PSYCHOLOGY 3+4
VCE Psychology Units 3+4 5th ed only

VISUAL COMMUNICATION AND DESIGN 1-4
Visual Comm Design VCE Units 1-4 3rd Ed

The BSC Second-hand Uniform and Book (SUB) Shop will be open